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The Rust Programming Language Blog: Upcoming docs.rs changes [2]

On September 30th breaking changes will be deployed to the docs.rs build environment.
docs.rs is a free service building and hosting documentation for all the crates published on
crates.io. It's open source, maintained by the Rustdoc team and operated by the Infrastructure
team.

Flatulence, Crystals, and Happy Little Accidents [3]

The recording of my Rust Conf talk on algorithmic art and pen plotters is up on YouTube!
[...]
I really enjoyed giving this talk, and I think it went well. I want more creative coding, joy,
surprise, and silliness in the Rust community. This talk is a small attempt at contributing to
that, and I hope folks left inspired.

You'll get a new Firefox each month in 2020 as Mozilla speeds up releases [4]

Mozilla will turn the Firefox crank faster in 2020, releasing a new version of its web browser
every four weeks instead of every six. If you're using the browser, the change should deliver
new features to you faster since there will be less waiting between when developers build them

and when they arrive.
"In recent quarters, we've had many requests to take features to market sooner. Feature teams
are increasingly working in sprints that align better with shorter release cycles. Considering
these factors, it is time we changed our release cadence," Firefox team members Ritu Kothari
and Yan Or said in a blog post Tuesday. "Shorter release cycles provide greater flexibility to
support product planning and priority changes due to business or market requirements."
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